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Historical Portion of
National Register Nomination
for
Marineland 0£ Florida

Marineland of Florida fulfills criterions A and C for
inclusion
in
the National Register of Hietoric Places.
Although less than fifty years
old, the site's listing is warranted by its association with
individuals
who have played prominent roles in scientific research, marine education,
tourism, and film-making, its primacy in
the
development
of
Florida's
modern tourist industry, and its exceptional contributions to science and
education. Finally, Marineland is significant
as
an
original
type
of
structure--an
oceanarium--which
served
as
the
model
for
similar
structures subsequently constructed throughout the world.
To
a
lesser
degree, it is important as representative of Nautical Moderne design
and
for its landscape architecture.
Marinelaid opened in 1938 as the
world's first underwater motion
picture studio.
A
new word,
"oceanarium,"
was coined to describe
it--denoting a place where various species of marine life lived together,
as they do in the sea,
rather than kept segregated,
as they had
traditionally been in aquaria.
The
founding group of "Marine Studiosw
-- the original name given the facility -included men who shared an
interest in film making and exploring and who had ties to some of the
great American fortunes.
W. Douglas Burden,
a great-great-grandson of
Commodore Cornelius Vanderbilt, was a trustee of the American Museum of
Natural History, author of The Dragon Lizards of Komada, and producer of
a film on
Indian life,
The Silent
Enemy.
His cousin,
Cornelius
Vanderbilt Whitney, also a museum trustee, was chairman of Pan
American
Airways &nd involved in making the motion picture classic Gone With the
Wind.
Sherman Pra t.t , whose grandfather was one of the partners of John
D. Rockefeller in Standard Oil, was connected with RKO pictures and an
active member of the Explorers Club.
Count Ilia Tolstoy, grandson of the
Russian novelist, Leo Tolstoy, shared with his cofounders an interest
in
natural history and film-making.'

These men were intrigued by the success 0£ their friend Merian
Cooper (best known for the movie King Konq) in obtaining scenes of wild
snimals for his movie Cha_ng_./ Cooper had built a filming corral
in the
jungle sturdy e~ough to hold ani1oals and spacious enough so as not to be
visible on £ilm, .and with it pioneered a new level of realism in
motion
pictures. _Burden and Vanderbilt believed something similar could be done
with underwater filming and after seeking an appropriate location chose a
remote spot on the Northeastern Florida coast betwe~n St.
Augustine and
Daytona Beach.
The site ~as recommended by its relative freedom from the
destructiveness of hurricanes, the clarity of the coastal water, and its
location near Matenzas Inlet and the Intracoastal Waterway,
which would
permit deep-sea specimens to be rapidly transported to the proposed
facility's aqu&riums.Q
Burden prepared for the founders a prospectus summarizing the
technical and economic difficulties they would encounter.
Up to that
time, scientists had had little success in keeping large marine specimens
alive for any length of time in a controlled aquatic environment
because
of problems in maintaining proper water salinity, transporting specimens,
and providing the specimens acceptable food.
Designing tanks that
promised to resolve such problems while accamodating the needs of
film-makers presented an engineering challenge.
An aquarium of the size

the founders proposed had never before
been
constructed,
nor
had
any
attempt ever been made to develop a
facility
enabling
a
constant
and
direct exchange of water from the sea. Burden also
warned
of
hazardous
economic consequences,
since
the
demand
for
underwater
films
would
probably not support the cost of the enterprise. He proposed,
therefore,
the simultaneous development of Marine Studios as a
tourist
attraction.
Much of Burden's prospectus was devoted to an analysis of the
commercial
potential tourism offered.i
The tourism industry in Florida, of such proportions today that
the
state itself ranks as the second largest destinat:Lon in the world, traces
its beginnings to the 1820s, shortly after the United States acquired the
peninsula f rorn Spain.
Visitors were first attracted to St. At!_gJJ.stine and
they came for various reasons:
consumptives seeking relief in
an

allegedly healthful climate; seasonal residents taking refuge from cold
northern winters; and genuine tourists fascinated by the strangeness of
Spain's cultural imprint. Development of the tourist trade did not come
swiftly, however. Major conflicts, the Seminole wars and the Civil
War,
discouraged visitors, as did Florida's great distance from the nation's
populous regions.
In the late nineteenth century entrepreneur Henry
Morrison Flagler, a former partner of John D. Rockefeller in the Standard
Oil Company, began construction of a rail line along the state's east
coast, inching southward year by year,
spurring development of great
hotels and resort cities along the way. St. Augustine, which for a time
flourished as the "Winter Newport," a· resort to which the rich,
the
famous, and the curious repaired on a Florida vacation,
was soon
supplanted by cities farther south offering even warmer temperatures.•
By 1930 a paved, two-lane highway, running parallel to the railway
along the coast, had been completed down the entire length of the state,
permitting access to automobile-borne visitors and inducing changes
in
the nature of Florida tourism.
Federal
laws governing hours
in the
workplace, generally designed in the 1930s to create greater distribution
of
jobs,
resulted in more vacation time for workers
in northern
industries, who began in increasing numbers to look toward an annual trip
to Florida.
The seasonal nature of Florida tourism virtually turned over
in the decade.
Once a winter residence for the wealthy, the state began
drawing more middle-class visitors and they arrived
in the summertime
packed in automobiles. To accomodate them, modest motels replaced ornate
hotels
and
tourist
attractions
calculated
to
please
the
visitor-on-the-run sprang up.
The New York Times reported in
1938 that
for the first time in fifty years there was a concerted effort on the
part of the state to keep visitors beyond "the orthodox season
limit,"
and that three million tourists were expected that year.5
Burden reviewed those trends
and conducted additional
,narketing
studies of his own. He obtained admission figures from the principal
tourist attractions in neighboring St.
Augustine and counted
the
automobiles entering the state on U. S.
1
to determine the potential
number of people who might travel the highway, which ran beside Marine
Studios.
From such studies he developed an estimate of the number of
visitors Marine Studios might expect to attract and concluded that
by
co,obining tourism with film-making the facility could yield a favorable
return for the investors. Events quickly proved him correct.
Burden had

optimistically projected annual attendance of 210,000. The formal opening
on June 23, 1938 drew
over
20,000
people
and
within
two
years
the
facility was attracting nearly a half million visitors annually.
It
at
once became the state's premier tourist attraction, that is, a commercial
facility designed expressly to appeal to visitors.
Although
the
advent
of war soon forced Marine Studios to close temporarily, by
1951
it
had
regained its place as the state's top commercial attraction.
Eventually,
Marineland, as the fac~lity was renamed in the 1940s, was
supplanted
in
popularity within the state by other attractions, resulting largely
from
changing travel patterns, but the significance of its contribution to the
development of tourism in Florida, the state's largest industry
and one

that presently attracts 36 million visitors annually,

remains.~

Serious promotion of Marine Studios prompted stories and reports
in
leading national newspapers and magazines, including the Saturday Evenin_g_
Post, Women's Home Companion, Life, Time, Vogue, The New York Times,
and
numerous o t.h e r e ,
One of its early publicity men W_g_S/ Ivy Lee Jr.,
whose
father was one of the founders of the modern public relations profession.
The senior Lee's greatest triumph was in changing the popular image of
his client, John D. Rockefeller, from Robber Baron to philanthropist. Two
notable early visitors to Marine Studios were First Lady Eleanor
Roosevelt, who wrote about it in her syndicated newspaper column,
"My
Day, ft
and correspondent Ernie Pyle,
who proclaimed
it
"something
absolutely new in Florida. ft
In succeeding years Marineland became a
watering hole of sorts for literary £igures such as Ernest Hemingway,
Alexander Woolcott, John Dos Passes, Thornton Wilder and exiled Norwegian
Nobel Prize winner Sigrid Undset.
Brothers William Rose and Stephen
Vincent Benet, descendants of a prominent St. Augustine Minorcan family,
visited as well.
William Rose Benet was inspired by Marineland to write
a children's book about dolphins, and also mentioned Marineland in his
autobiographical The Dust Which Is God, which won the Pulitzer Prize for
poetry.
Humorist Robert Benchley, (whose grandson, Peter Benchley, would
later write the best-selling novel
Jaws)
came so o£ten that he was
proclaimed honarary mayor of Marineland.
Its
literary connections
continued after World War II when operation of the Dolphin Restaurant at
Marineland was taken over by Norton Baskin,
husband of Pulitzer Prize
winning novelist Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings.7
I
The groundbreaking for the project took place on
May
15,
1937
and
the work was completed in just a year,
a remarkable £eat given the
engineering problems associated with the design and construction of tanks
scaled to a size never before attempted. The weight 0£ water in one tank
filled to capacity was calculated at 3,271 tons, requiring prohibitively
thick walls of concrete, which would have interfered with the viewing
angles needed for film-making. Welded steel plates lined with steel
mesh
rein~orc2ment, sprayed with "gunite, ft a mixture of sand and water applied
at high pressure,
and finished
with a newly devised rubber paint,
provided the necessary strength for
the walls while permitting
their
thickness to be reduced.
Investigations revealed that sea water could
not be synthetically duplicated.
Accordingly, it had to be pumped
in
£rom the sea and constantly changed to maintain its purity and clarity.
Five million gallons of water had to be exchanged every four hours,
requiring
a specially designed intake and filtration system.
A
per£orated vitrified clay pipe was set offshore 150 feet and covered with

a coarse gravel that prohibited the infiltration
of
sand.
A
specially
prepared glass, called "Tu-flex," with
a
safety
coefficient
of
1,800
pounds per square inch, was used for the viewing ports along the sides of
the tanks.•
The engineering
work
for
the
tanks
was
performed
under
the
direction of M. F. Hasbrouck, who had designed the swimming pool at the
White House, as well as the one at the Roosevelt home in Hyde Park, New
York. Engineering professors
from
the
universities
of
Florida
and
Alabama contributeiy to
the
design
of
the
filtration
and
pumping
systems.
Prelimi~ ry sketches for the design of the various structures
at Marine Studios were drawn by John Walter Wood of New
York
and
the
final renderings produced by St. Augustine architect Fred A. Henderich,
a graduate of the Columbia University School of
Architecture,
who
in
1905 had settled in the Ancient City, where he pioneered in restoration
architecture.
Henderich often experimented with Spanish themes in
his
work and in 1914, following a disastrous fire in
the
city's
downtown
area, was called on to design many of
the
replacement
buildings.
He
created a virtual renaissance in
the
city.
At
the
height
of
the
Florida boom in 1925, Henderich was
elected
president
of
the
state
architectural association.
No other architect has left so
visible
an
imprint on the St. Augustine.
Marine
studios
was
Henderich's
last
major endeavor, since he died of a heart attack in 1941. 9

The design for the various structures at Marine Studios exhibited
a blend of form and function,
for the Nautical
Moderne styling
is
appropriate to the site's location
and
purpose.
Moderne,
or
Modernistic, popularized in the United States as Art
Deco,
took
its
name from the 1925 Paris Exposition as a showcase for works exhibiting
a new style of ornamentation and decoration applied to traditional
forms. During the 1930s a "streamline" version of the Moderne evolved
in which nautical forms were applied to structures to emphasize their
association with the sea.
The Nautical Moderne features found at
Marineland include rounded steps and corners,
ribbons or bands of
portholes, steel railings, curved canopies,
stringcourses along the
coping of walls, smooth stucco wall finishes painted white, decks,
and
curved ventilation stacks.
The rounded rather than
angular lines of
the style permitted the design of the tanks and structures to
accomodate the needs of film-makers,
while
features such
as the
portholes found a useful application, allowing visitors and cameramen
to peer into the depths of the water.
Marineland provides a rare
northeast Florida example of the Moderne movement.
Complementing the
appearance of the facility was its landscape architecture,
significant
for its use of natural forms and plant life common to the northeast
Florida coast.
It was the work of Mulford B. Foster, a pioneer in his
profession in Florida,
who was associated with
the Tropical
Arts
Nursery and Studio in Orlando.10
From the beginning, scientific research was an important part of
Marine Studios, by design and necessity.
Since large numbers of marine
life had never before been
maintained
in
a
simulated
natural
environment under controlled conditions, the scientists working at
the
facility had often to engage in pioneering studies of
marine biology.
It was not known, for example, whether various species of fish would

cohabit and especially doubted
that
sharks
and
porpoises
could
be
placed in the same tank.
The food requirements of large marine animals
had never been previously determined. When
the
oceanarium
was
first
opened, it was found that the simple exchange
of
sea
water
was
not
sufficient ta maintain purity and clarity in the tanks,
which
quickly
clouded with algae, causing
many
specimens
ta
die
from
parasites.
Indeed, the control of skin diseases in fish was at the
time
a
study
barely in its infancy. The ability to observe marine animals closely in
a controlled environment over a long period of time led
eventually
ta
n u me r-o u e discoveriys and findings that have
become
incorporated
into
the textual literature of marine biology and related disciplines.' 1

The radical departure from standard studies of marine life and
behavior which Marine Studios afforded was emphasized in the July, 1938
issue of the Bulletin 6f the New York Zoological Society,
whose
director, noted biologist C. M. Breeder, hailed the opportunity to make
"valuable scientific studies to which neither straight field work nor
laboratory work lends itself in any appropriate manner."
Within six
months of the opening of Marine studios, scientists learned from their
observation of marine life in the tanks that fish have an elaborate
social organization and that there are rules of social conduct right up
through the vertebrate series. Breeder was especially intrigued by the
c~ptive porpoises, whose methods of
locomotion had never previously
been observed and whose apparent efforts or ability to communicate had
been suspected but never verified.
Studies of all aspects of porpoise
life was begun at, Marineland,
including mating,
b Lr t.h ,
movement,
communication, and training of the animals.
The porpoises'
use of
sonar, or "echo location," was discovered there, and in the
1950s Dr.
John Lilly of the National Institute of Health undertook at Marineland
a study of the marine animals' social
relationships that
led to a
popularization of such work.
A mere handful of people participated
in
the field of cetaceous mammology in the early
1960s;
the
19B3 Fifth
Annual Conference of marine mammologists attracted more than
1,000
scientists.1a
Preserving the 1narine life held captive in the tanks presented the
most immediate challenge to the scientists at Marine Studios,
for
it
was soon found that the coistant exchange of sea water, so technically
difficult to accomplish, was not alone enough to prevent the growth of
algae in the tanks and the subsequent introduction of skin
and other
diseases in the fish and 1narine animals.
Treating sea water for fish,
it
was found,
was more delicate
than treating
it for
humans.
Marineland curator Arthur McBride discovered after years of research
that a copper compound added in
minute traces to the water would
control the algae and eliminate parasites without killing the fish. The
formula,
carefully protected by Marineland for some years,
was
eventually
released to other aquariums facing similar problems and
proved a landmark in water treatment research,13
While scientific research by Marineland curators
and cooperating
scientists waa a part of the facility's operation from its inception,
the idea of constructing a sci~ntific laboratory on the grounds was
initially suggested in 1941 to Cornelius Vanderbilt Whitney by Chicago
University President Robert Hutchins.
World War
II,
during which

Marineland was forced to
close,
resurrected
the
suggestion
in

interrupted
activities,
but
Burden
1951
and proposed establishing
a

foundation to sponsor scientific studies.
A cooperative research
program enlistlng
the participation of
visiting
scientists
was
initiated and formally institutionalized in 1974 with the establishment
at Marineland of the
University of Florida's Cornelius Vanderbilt
Whitney Laboratory for Marine Biology end Medicine.
The laboratory has
eight sta£f members with faculty appointments at the University,
six
associates, six fellows, and technical assistants
many of them
working on gl·ants f r o m t~ National Institute of Heal th.
Some of the
research carried on there has had applications to the study of birth
defects and cancer.a~
Although America's entry into World War
II
in
December,
1941,
followed by gas and tire rationing
that cut
into tourist travel,
coastal blackouts, and calls to national service for many Marineland
personnel <Ilia Tolstoy, for instance,
became President Roosevelt's
personal representative to the Dalai Lama in Tibet),
resulted in the
oceanarium's public closing, some activities continued. In the summer
of 1942 the tanks were emptied, the specimens given away or released
into the ocean, and the facilities turned over to the Coast Guard for
use in training combat dogs.
One wartime contribution came in the form
of research that Marineland conducted under contract
with
the
government on a shark repellent that was adopted by the U. S. Army and
Navy in sea survival kits for downed personnel.
After the war,
extensive work was required to get the facilities back in shape.
About
$250,000 was expended and the first tank
reopened to the public on
M~rch 1, 1946.
By
the end of May,
Marineland was back
in full
operation.a~
Tourism remained the mainstay of the operation
in the postwar
years and by 1951 Marineland had become the state's leading commercial
tourist attraction.
Annual receipts exceeded one million dollars for
the first time.
Showmanship was added to the display of marine life, a
result of the research conducted on
porpoises,
whose training at
Marineland
in the postwar years enabled the owners to
develop
performing marine animals.
Begun in 1949, successful enough by 1951 to
be shown to the public and by 1954 to merit a new stadium for display
purposes,
the venture achieved considerable
popularity
and
in
subsequent years was widely copied by similar facilities throughout the
world.
Marineland's first trained porpoise, Flippy,
was featured in
ffiovies &nd other media, and his death in
1955
at the age of eight
gained front-page attention throughout the country.'~
The marine film business was also resumed.
The Marineland vaults
cont~in an extensive library of documentaries, shorts, and other woview
that were made there over the ye~rs.
Guests who had film ties included
pioneer director D. E. Griffith, Lowell Thomas,
Robert Ripley,
Monty
Wooley, Vincent Price,
and Gypsy Rose Lee.
Gary Cooper visited
Marineland while filming Distant Drums in St.
Augustine in
1951
and
Marineland generated some publicity when
it bffered the producer,
Warner Brothers, "the opportunity to hold the first underwater motion
picture pre1niere in history in our crystal-clear waters."
One of the
staples of the horro~-£ilm vogue of the 1950s, Cre~ture £ram th~ Black

Lagoog, was shot at Marineland,
and was sufficiently successful
to
spawn a st?quel, Re_venqe of
the Creature,
vi th John Agar and Lori
Nelson, in 1955.
A review in the New York Times panned Revenge as a
"waterlogged exer9ise," but noted that Marineland,
"the most unusual
aquarium in the world, makes a nice picturesque background indeed. "17
The rise of television produced new avenues for publicizing the
attraction.
Scenes of the porpoises appeared on the Arthur Godfrey
show, and NBC prepared especial called
"Marineland Circus"
starring
Buster Crabbe, Lloyd Bridges, and Rosemary Clooney. Murray Lerner,
who
won an Oscar for his 1980 documentary From Mao to Moz~rt:
Isaac Stern
in Chin~ developed some of his early skills at Marineland in the
1950s, w o r k Ln q on the f e a t.u r e- length film Secrets of the Reef.
He
r·etur·ned in 1978 to make Se_a Dream, which is shown in the att:caction's
Aquarius Theater (modeled,
appropriately,
after the Academy Awards
Screening Theater in Hollywood).18
Negotiations had begun with a group of financiers
in California
even before World War II to establish a facility like Marineland near
Los Angeles.
Talks were resumed immediately a£ter the war's end and
Marineland of the Paci£ic, which opened in
1951,
was operated under
license from Marineland.
The obvious success of the northeast Florida
attraction inspired competitive efforts elsewhere,
but
Marineland's
control of patents for various engineering
and scientific processes
necessary for the operation of
a
simile~ facility hindered their
development.
The Miami Seaquarium, which opened in 1955, had evidently
gotten required in£ormation_ £rem £armer employee at Marineland
that
enabled it to operate.
At that time, the Marineland Board of Directors
decided upon a free exchange of information with similar attractions,
hoping that they would develop findings of assistance to Marineland.
All of the major marine life exhibits and attractions throughout
the
nation and the world -- and there are now many of them -- draw upon the
scientific discoveries and techniques of showmanship originated at
Msr-in£=-land. 1 9
The years took their toll on the founding group of Marineland.
Burden retired from active participation in the late 1960s and Tolstoy
died in 1970, leaving C. V. Whitney as the lone active re,naining member
a£ the three principal founders.
In 1983 a newly for,ned Marineland
Development Corporation acquired a majority of stock in the enterprise.
In making the announcement, Whitney said that "with all of the changes
in this field, I feel that a younger group could plan and carry through
Marineland's £uture b£=-tter than I could."
The new owners,
principally
from St. Augustine, rea£fir-med the research £unction of Marineland
in
1984 at the dedic&tion of recently constructed
laboratories £or
University of Florida scientists engaged principally in the study of
the marine environment.~0
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